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 One of the biggest debates sweeping the nation is whether or not sports franchises 

are economically a good asset for a city. Many economists are torn on this topic, arguing 

vigorously one way or the other. Having a sports franchise in a city brings together the 

people of that city. For example the 2013 Boston Red Sox marketed the phrase “Boston 

Strong” after the Boston marathon bombings. They used that phrase as a team slogan and 

for something the people could believe in. The average attendance of a Boston Red Sox 

game was roughly 35,000 in 2013.i People come from all the different New England 

towns to cheer on their beloved Red Sox. That means that 35,000 people file into and 

around Fenway Park every spring evening spending an abundance of money on all the 

different amenities. Fenway Park makes thousands of dollars every home game. Small 

businesses outside of Fenway Park survive off of the foot traffic that Fenway Park 

produces.  But are all sports franchises made equal? Absolutely not, there are many 

factors that go into whether a sports franchise is an economic booster or tax nightmare for 

the people of the city. Boston is a model city of how a city can benefit from a sports 

franchise. Cities can benefit from sports franchises if it has the correct model, good 

balance, and a big following.  
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Examples Of Failures 

 Not all sports franchises are built for success in their respective cities. For 

example, Phoenix is most likely not the best place to put a hockey team. In 1996 the city 

counsel of Glendale, Arizona decided to spend $324 million dollars to bring a hockey 

team to Phoenix.ii In 2009, then owner of the team Jerry Moyes declared bankruptcy. The 

city of Glendale owes the NHL $15 million dollars per year for the cost of running the 

team. The city has had to lay off forty-nine public workers while still losing nine million 

dollars each year funding the team.iii Clearly this was a huge mistake for the city of 

Phoenix to fund a hockey team. 

 

Although it does not look like Phoenix is struggling from the graph they are at the bottom 

of the league in average attendance. In 2012, Phoenix’s average attendance was 13,269 
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people, good enough for last in the league.iv Compared to Detroit whose average 

attendance was 23,000 which was good enough for first in the league.v Phoenix’s big 

problem is that there is not a high demand to see a hockey game in Arizona. On a smaller 

scale, Philadelphia sports teams are losing money for the city. Five percent of every ticket 

purchased goes to the cities amusement tax. When the Philadelphia Sixers and 

Philadelphia Flyers made it to the semi-finals of their respective leagues, Philadelphia 

collected 21.6 million dollars in amusement tax. In 2013, the city of Philadelphia only 

brought in 18.6 million dollars of amusement tax because none of their sports teams 

reached the post season.vi Teams success on the field contributes heavily to their success 

financially.  

 

Why Boston Is Successful 

 In the past ten years the Boston Red Sox have made the playoffs seven times. In 

the past ten years the New England Patriots have made the playoffs nine times. Finally, in 

the past ten years the Boston Bruins have made the playoffs seven times. Using the 

Boston Red Sox as an example, making the playoffs is extremely profitable. To get a 

good seat at a regular season Red Sox game it will cost you 100 hundred dollars per 

ticket. To get that same seat at one on the World Series games this past fall it would cost 

over 1,000 dollars. The ticket prices increase was over 10% along with all the other 

expenses that go a long with attending a baseball game. Hosting the three world series 

games is comparable to hitting the lottery for the owners of the Red Sox. They have the 
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luxury of increasing all of their prices over 10% and demand was higher than ever. But 

they are not the only people cashing in on the succuess of the team. “Put it this way: In 

the first two World Series games, we did more than we did in the entire month of May,”vii 

stated a Yawkey Way Red Sox apparel storeowner. Yawkey way is the street that 

Fenway Park is located on. There are many shops and restaurants that live and die with 

the success of the Red Sox. 

 
 

 

This is a chart of the revenue that Yawkey Way has brought in over the years of Red Sox 

success. Yawkey Way’s small businesses made 23,649,708 dollars from 2003 through 

2011.viii The Red Sox have taken small startup businesses and made them rich. The Red 

Sox’s success through the years has boosted the city of Boston’s economy. It is estimated 

that each World Series game that the Red Sox played in this past season brought in seven 
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million dollars to the local economy. Obviously this is a rough number but even if it is 

close to advertised seven million that is a huge boost for the local economy.  

Debating Whether To Invest In Sports 

 Minnesota faces a difficult decision. They can either spend over 1 billion dollars 

in taxpayers money to support a relocation of the Minnesota Vikings or they can spend 

the money elsewhere. If you ask any government official what they think is the right 

answer the will vote in favor of subsidizing the sports team. Their argument is that it 

creates many new job opportunities and sparks economic development. But while 

Minnesota is already in the hole over 6 billion dollars is it the smart decision to add 

another billion to their debt. Many of the taxpayers want their money going to a much 

less risky option like putting money into public transportation.
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The chart above illustrates that multiple franchises are more than 50% owned by the 

public. This is a good and bad thing. When the team succeeds the city makes a lot of 

money. But on the other hand if the team is a failure the city takes the hit. It is a high 

risk-reward situation that many taxpayers would rather not have to deal with. Recently 

the Chicago Cubs made renovations to their ballpark costing taxpayers over 100 million. 

The team brought in 184 million dollars in revenue in 2012. ixMany people believe that if 

the sports franchises can’t pay their own way then they should either leave or shut down. 

Many economists believe it is unfair to take millions of tax dollars and put it into a 

stadium that fans still have to pay over hundred dollars just to enter. The taxpayers are 

receiving nothing in return with the building of the stadium. They only thing they get is a 

big building that they cannot enter without getting charged every step of the way. Many 

people would rather a free park or museum that they could benefit from that is not just 

giving money to the private sector.  

 

Multiple Crowds 

 Every year the Indy 500 is run at the Indianapolis Motor Speedway. This big 

event brings people from around the country and is a huge attraction.   
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The chart above explains how the Indianapolis Motor Speedway affects the local 

economy. It contributes 511.9 million dollars to the local economy and 202 million 

dollars to its employees.x Since the Indianapolis 500 is a national event that means people 

travel to come visit the track. Since people are traveling to this event that means it is not 

the locals money that they are collecting. The city is collecting tourist’s money and 

distributing it to the local employees. This model has been extremely successful for the 

city of Indianapolis. They have also hosted Final Four’s for the college basketball 

tournament, which brings in fans from all around the country. Indianapolis has cashed in 

on events that are countrywide that attracts people from different walks of life. This is a 

great model for cities that don’t necessarily have the most successful sports teams.  

 

Conclusion 

 All in all, cities can benefit from sports franchises. But it cannot be the only thing 

that the city is taking in. Cities need to have balance and multiple different revenue 

streams. As Edward Glaesar portrays in his book Triumph of the City, cities need to 

attract smart people. Boston has many different universities in the city that attract some 

of the smartest people in the world. Boston has a great model for their sports teams but 

also have a great model for a balanced city. Boston sports teams have a big following and 

people are not afraid to put money into the franchise. Whereas places like Arizona, 
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people aren’t spending time and money to see a hockey game. 

 

The chart above shows how sports franchises also provide a lot of job opportunities that 

did not necessarily get the highest level of education. These jobs are good for the inner 

city people that did not get a high level of education. Sports franchises cost a lot of 

money to start up and take a lot of the taxpayer’s dollars but if you can setup a model like 

Boston or Indianapolis it can 100% benefit your city. 
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